Good morning Year 6,
Well done for making it to another Friday and for completing your tasks this week. Remember we all
have ups and downs and if you wake up one morning and you’re not in the right mind-set to
complete the tasks don’t. The last thing we want is stressed out/unhappy children at home. We
hope you have a relaxing and enjoyable weekend with your families.
Here is what we would like you to complete today:


Maths – In the original pack you received there is a ‘Twinkle Key Stage 2 Reasoning Test 1b’
Please work your way through this test. If there are any questions that you find difficult or
cannot answer then you can skip them but remember to always have a go first before you
do that.
My Maths - Please remember to log in and complete the tasks set. The tasks on My Maths
will expire on Friday 1st May. We will set new tasks on Monday 4th May. If you have
completed the tasks there are maths games on My Maths that are great and that you can
play.



Reading – Complete ‘vocabulary task 2’ in the classroom secrets home learning pack. You
need to complete the crossword to reveal the hidden word. This can be completed on the
sheet.



Writing Task – Can you create an acrostic poem linked to these unprecedented times? You
can choose the word for your poem some suggestions are: quarantine, Lockdown, Covid-19.
Example:
Locked inside for most of the day
Oh how I wish I could see my friends and play
Children reminiscing about days at school
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Online programmes – You have access to Spag.com, TT Rockstars, Spelling Shed and My
Maths, log on and use them daily. You were given all your log in details in the packs sent
home but if you have any issues with log in details or passwords please contact us and we
will try our best to resolve it for you.



SPAG– Please complete the last page in the classroom secrets home learning pack (World
Travel SPAG). The answers are available to mark in the separate guidance and answer
booklet.

Remember to plan in some breaks and to be active throughout the day. Just a reminder that these
are suggested activities and you can decide how many to complete throughout the day.
Miss Jennings and Miss Hewitt

